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Emergency Road Repair Holman & McAllen Roads Begins May 1, 2023

STOCKTON, Calif. – Emergency road repair on Holman and McAllen Roads will begin, May 1, 2023. Repairs will take approximately four weeks to complete. This project, funded by the Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation Account (RMRA) Program, will make improvements to a one-half mile section of roadway, by resurfacing two high traffic streets with poor pavement conditions:

- Holman Road between March Lane to McAllen Road, and
- McAllen Road between the Calaveras River Bridge to Holman Road.

Work on the project is being done by Dirt Dynasty, Inc. (Contractor). As construction progresses, the contractor will place signs to notify drivers of changing construction conditions in the area. Some travel tips to help during the construction:

- All adjacent residential accesses will remain open during construction; watch for signs and vehicles when entering and exiting.
- During the day, only one lane or turn lane will remain open in each direction.
- Allow extra time for travel and anticipate some traffic delays while work is occurring.
- Speed limits will be reduced to 30 mph during construction: slow for the cone zone.

For more information, visit www.stocktonca.gov/TrafficAlert or call 209-937-8341.
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